Even simple biological signals vary in several measurable dimensions. Understanding their evolution requires, therefore, a multivariate understanding of selection, including how different properties interact to determine the effectiveness of the signal. We combined experimental manipulation with multivariate selection analysis to assess female mate choice on the simple trilled calls of male gray treefrogs. We independently and randomly varied five behaviorally relevant acoustic properties in 154 synthetic calls.
Female mate choice is often influenced by multiple properties of mate-attraction signals. These different properties can influence the success of the signal, and thus the attractiveness of the male, independently or via more complex interactions between properties. Nonetheless, most experimental studies of female choice manipulate only one property of a signal at a time. As a result, we seldom have information about how prospective mates deal with simultaneous variation in multiple properties, including the relative importance of different signal properties, and how they interact to influence signal quality. Multivariate analysis can often yield new insights into the sexual selection that female preferences exert (Lande and Arnold 1983; Ryan and Rand 2003; Hine et al. 2004) . Multivariate linear selection analysis (Lande and Arnold 1983) , for example, uses multiple linear regression to estimate simultaneously the directional selection operating on a suite of traits. Nonlinear selection analysis (Lande and Arnold 1983; Phillips and Arnold 1989) estimates quadratic selection (including stabilizing and disruptive selection) on each trait as well as the correlational selection that arises due to interactions between traits. Most selection analyses of signal evolution, however, are based on observational data and do not have the inferential power of experimental approaches. Here we use a recently developed approach (Brooks et al. 2005; Bentsen et al. 2006; Donohoe et al. 2009 ) that combines experimental power with the multivariate statistical insights of selection analysis to dissect the effects of five components of the call of the gray treefrog (Hyla versicolor) .
Female responses to the acoustic signals of many kinds of insects and frogs are especially useful for experimental analysis of multivariate selection because females base their choice of mates mainly, if not exclusively, on such signals (review: Gerhardt and Huber 2002) . Moreover, acoustic signals are relatively simple to analyze and synthesize; playbacks can be achieved with a high degree of stimulus control to reproductively active females, which reliably respond in an unequivocal fashion (positive phonotaxis). Not surprisingly, two important recent studies of multivariate selection have involved the acoustic mate-attracting signals of the Túngara frog Physalaemus pustulosus (Ryan and Rand 2003) and the cricket Teleogryllus commodus (Brooks et al. 2005) . In the Túngara frog study, a multidimensional scaling approach was used to generate nine different test signals that were representative of the range of multivariate space based on the analysis of 15 call properties. Univariate preference functions were available for some of the acoustic properties but were not formally compared with their contribution to the multivariate preference space. In the cricket study, five of 14 acoustic properties were chosen and experimentally manipulated by simultaneously drawing random values for each trait from that trait's original univariate distribution, thus breaking up the correlations between traits. These calls were then used in playbacks to females in the laboratory (Brooks et al. 2005) and, later, the field (Bentsen et al. 2006) .
In the present study we used the experimental approach developed by Brooks et al. (2005) to study patterns of multivariate selection in the gray treefrog (H. versicolor). We independently manipulated the values of five properties of the advertisement call: pulse rate (PR), dominant frequency, the relative amplitude (RA) of the two spectral peaks, pulse number (PN; the main determinant of call duration), and call period (CPER; the inverse of call rate). We emphasize that the advertisement call of H. versicolor is a simple trill rather than a two-part signal such as the calling song of T. commodus and the advertisement call of P. pustulosus. Thus, these five properties constitute a large proportion of the acoustic properties of this signal. Some of these five properties are subject to strong correlations with one another for both biophysical and energetic reasons. The approach we take here significantly reduces these correlations to assess the directional and quadratic selection operating on each as well as the interactions between traits in the form of correlational selection. Previous experimental studies have established that variation in each of these properties affects selective phonotaxis in females (Gerhardt 2001 (Gerhardt , 2005a . Moreover, those properties that we held constant in our experimental stimuli (pulse shape, pulse duty cycle, frequency modulation within pulses) show extremely little variation within and between the calls of males in any single population. Our study, therefore, presents an ideal opportunity to assess the insights into sexual selection and signal evolution that an experimental multivariate approach offers over and above what we have learned from univariate experiments.
We were especially interested in independently assessing the effects of call duration and call rate on the attractiveness of the call. These traits are strongly negatively correlated because the aerobic metabolic rate of calling individuals is directly correlated with both properties, and calling is energetically constrained (review Wells 2007) . Most experimental studies of female choice have explored the effects of varying call duration because males increase duration and reduce call rate (increase CPER) in competitive environments (dense choruses) (Wells and Taigen 1986) . Indeed, females chose long calls produced at a slow rate even when the call rate of short calls was increased so that the acoustic "ontime" of both alternatives was equalized (Klump and Gerhardt 1987; Gerhardt et al. 2000) . Thus, whereas detailed preference functions and assessments of preference-strength are available for call duration in H. versicolor (Gerhardt et al. 1996 (Gerhardt et al. , 2000 Bush et al. 2002) , the effects of small differences in call rate, or of systematic and simultaneous variation in both call duration and call rate are largely unexplored.
The three other acoustic variables that we manipulated show much less variation within and between males than do call duration and call rate, and there is good evidence from univariate studies that PR (Bush et al. 2002; Gerhardt 2005a ) and dominant frequency (Gerhardt 2005b) are under stabilizing or weakly directional selection. Furthermore, PR is weakly and negatively correlated with call duration simply because pulses are shorter and have shorter interpulse intervals in calls with high PRs than in calls with low PRs. We were interested to test how these traits might interact with one another and with call duration and call rate.
Previous studies have demonstrated the power of analyses and visualization of nonlinear selection to discover unexpected and counter-intuitive patterns of selection involving particular combinations of acoustic properties (e.g., Phillips and Arnold 1989; Bentsen et al. 2006) . Such insights have opened up previously intractable questions, including how estimates of multivariate selection correspond with multivariate phenotypic and genetic variation in natural populations (e.g., Hine et al. 2004; Hunt et al. 2007a; van Homrigh et al. 2007; Hohenlohe and Arnold 2008) , and how variation in different signal properties affects their interaction and integration in the receiver's sensory system. The powerful and novel insight that a combination of experimental and multivariate selection analysis can yield provides further rationale for our study.
We will show that measures of signal output-call duration and call rate-are subject to both directional and nonlinear selection by female choice, even when their values are uncorrelated. We use canonical rotation of the nonlinear fitness surface to identify the main trait combinations under stabilizing and disruptive selection (Phillips and Arnold 1989; . This approach revealed evidence for stabilizing selection along an axis dominated by PR, PN, and call rate. These results are generally consistent with studies showing that there are diminishing returns in terms of female preferences of increasing PN (call duration) well beyond mean values (Gerhardt et al. 2000; Bush et al. 2002) . Thus, PR and call rate are also likely to contribute interactively to limits on the attractive power of increasing the acoustic "on-time" beyond a certain point. Canonical rotation also provided evidence for stabilizing selection on spectral properties of the call and revealed disruptive selection that should make certain combinations of values of spectral and fine-scale temporal properties especially attractive. These results suggest new experiments that could not be conceived in the absence of such an analysis, thus reinforcing the fact that these methods often point to counterintuitive hypotheses about sexual selection.
Methods

ACOUSTIC STIMULI
Synthetic calls were made with custom-designed software (written by J. J. Schwartz) that created 16-bit digital files with an output-sampling rate of 20 kHz. The standard call had the same properties as those used in previous studies that generated univariate preference functions for PR, PN (≈ call duration), and dominant frequencies (Bush et al. 2002; Gerhardt 2005a,b) . The temporal properties of the standard call had values that were close to or matched the temperature-corrected (20
• C) mean values in the advertisement calls of a sample of 168 males recorded in 1987 in the same population from which most females were collected for testing (Gerhardt et al. 1996 ; Fig. 1 ). The pulse duty cycle (ratio of pulse duration to pulse period) was held constant at 50% in the standard call and all alternatives, mirroring the stability of this derived property in natural calls (Gayou 1984) . The standard signal had a dominant frequency of 2.2 kHz and secondary peak of 1.1 kHz that had an RA of -6 dB; these values are slightly lower than the mean values in the advertisement calls of a sample of 59 males from central Missouri (Gerhardt 2005b ; Table 1 ). The standard and other synthetic calls did not incorporate the within-pulse frequency modulation typical of this species; consequently, the bandwidths of these peaks were narrower than in natural calls. Nevertheless, synthetic calls without frequency-modulated pulses were as attractive to females as synthetic calls with such modulation as well as typical, prerecorded calls (Gerhardt 1978) . We generated one standard call and 154 unique alternative calls in which the values of each of the five manipulated properties were determined independently using the methods of Brooks et al. (2005) . Briefly, we first generated a standard call with the mean value for each of the five call properties that we wished to manipulate (these mean values and their standard deviations are from Bush et al. 2002; Gerhardt 2005a,b , and are given in Table 1 ). To assign a value to each property in each call, we drew a random number between zero and one, and converted this from a probability to a z-score (i.e., in standard deviations) using the normsinv function in Microsoft Excel. We then converted this standardized value to the equivalent trait value in the univariate normal distribution for the relevant trait. Values of PN and CPER (converted from call rate in calls per minute to facilitate call synthesis) were log-transformed to achieve a normal distribution for sampling and then reconverted to linear measures before the call was synthesized.
PLAYBACK SYSTEM, TEST PROCEDURE, AND CALCULATION OF PHONOTAXIS SCORES
Females of H. versicolor were tested in the semi-anechoic chamber described in Gerhardt (1994) . Sounds were amplified and played back from an Analog-Digital-Systems 200 speaker, which was 1 m from the point at which the female was released. Digital files were output from an IBM-compatible personal computer using Adobe Audition software. Signal amplitude was adjusted at the release point to 85 dB SPL (sound pressure level in dB re 20 μPa) with a Larsen-Davis 720 sound level meter.
Female treefrogs were collected in amplexus at several localities in central Boone County, Missouri (see Gerhardt 2005a,b) .
They were refrigerated (about 4
• C) to delay oviposition. Before testing (usually within 3 days of capture), each female was acclimated to the target test temperature (20 • C) for at least 30 min.
Each female was placed in a circular, acoustically transparent (hardware or plastic cloth) cage, which was located 1 m from the speaker. After an acoustic stimulus had been played back three times, the top of the cage was removed remotely. Female movements were observed under infrared illumination with a closed-circuit video system. A response was tabulated when the female showed phonotactic orientation behavior (Rheinlaender et al. 1979 ) and moved to within 10 cm of one of the speakers within 5 min. If a female did not begin phonotaxis within 5 min or hopped away from the testing area within the chamber, the trial was recorded as a "no response." We timed each response of a female in six tests: three tests were with standard call and three tests with an alternative stimulus from the set of 154 calls. We computed a phonotaxis score following the procedures of Bush et al. (2002) by dividing the mean value of the time required to respond to the standard call by the mean value of the time required to respond to the alternative call. The phonotaxis score was then one if the mean times were the same, >1 if the female responded more rapidly to the alternative call, and <1 if the female responded more rapidly to the standard call. One half of the females were first tested with the standard call, followed by the alternative, and a retest of the standard call. After a time-out of at least 5 min, the female was tested with the alternative call, followed by the standard call, and a retest of the alternative call. In tests of the other half of the females, the order of these two three-test series was reversed, that is, the first three tests were: alternative, standard, alternative, and the second three tests, standard, alternative, standard. We used only the results from females that responded within 5 min in all six tests because these are untrained animals, whose probability of responding to any signal is strongly influenced by their reproductive status, effects of handling, and other factors unrelated to the attractiveness of the acoustic stimulus.
Although female frogs probably assess the calls of more than one male at a time in choruses (Murphy and Gerhardt 2002) , our single-speaker design had two advantages over choice-tests. First, we obtained a score from each female that could be compared across females. Second, there was no possibility of acoustic overlap and hence masking of parts of two alternative signals during a playback. Males tend to avoid such overlap with near neighbors, and univariate studies have typically controlled the phase relationship of alternatives to maintain equal periods of silence before and after each stimulus (e.g., Gerhardt 2005a,b) . In the present study, however, the high values of PN and low values of CPER in many stimuli would have made overlap with a standard call inevitable. 
ANALYSIS
We standardized all traits to have a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one before selection analysis. We used multiple regression based linear and nonlinear selection analysis (Lande and Arnold 1983) , implemented in SPSS (version 15.0: SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) to estimate standardized gradients of linear and quadratic selection on the five traits and correlational selection on pairs of traits. Standardized linear selection gradients (β i ) were estimated from a multiple regression model that included only the linear terms for each trait. Quadratic and correlational gradients were estimated from a multiple regression that included the linear terms, their squares (i.e., quadratic gradients, γ ii ), and the cross products (i.e., correlation gradients, γ ij ) of each pair of linear terms. Quadratic selection gradients estimated in this way using statistical software packages (including SPSS, version 15.0) must be doubled (Stinchcombe et al. 2008 ) to give appropriate Lande-Arnold (1983) gradients and we have done so here.
The multivariate form of nonlinear selection may be misinterpreted by simple inspection of the terms in the gamma matrix. In particular, the strength and significance of nonlinear selection may be underestimated (Phillips and Arnold 1989; . We, therefore, performed a canonical rotation of the gamma matrix to find the major axes of the nonlinear response surface (Phillips and Arnold 1989 ; see method in appendix 1 of . This canonical rotation results in a matrix, M, comprising i eigenvectors, m i , each describing a major axis of the response surface (where i is the original number of traits). The strength of nonlinear selection along each eigenvector is given by its eigenvalue, λ i . The strength of directional selection (θ i ) along each eigenvector and the significance of both directional and nonlinear selection along each eigenvector were obtained by including linear and quadratic forms of all eigenvectors in a new multiple-regression model (i.e., the double-linear regression [DLR] method described by Bisgaard and Ankenman [1996] ). These results were visualized using thin-plate splines in the fields package in R following the methods of Brooks et al. (2005) .
Results
In Table 2 we show the standardized directional selection gradients and the matrix of standardized quadratic and correlational selection gradients. There was significant positive directional selection for calls with higher PN and negative directional selection and negative quadratic selection on CPER. Because CPER is the inverse of call rate, this pattern means that there was positive directional selection for high call rates. We did not detect significant directional or quadratic selection on dominant frequency, PR, or RA.
The small number of significant nonlinear selection gradients (one out of 15) may be due to a lack of nonlinear selection, or low power to detect such selection due to the number of terms in the regression model (21 terms including linear terms and the intercept). It is often only possible to detect the true extent of nonlinear selection by performing a canonical rotation of the nonlinear fitness surface (Phillips and Arnold 1989; . The M matrix of eigenvectors (i.e., major axes of nonlinear selection) and their eigenvalues (equivalent to nonlinear selection gradients, describing the strength and form of nonlinear selection) from the canonical rotation of γ are shown in Table 3 and visualized in Figures 2 and 3 . The major features are two axes of stabilizing (negative quadratic) selection (m 4 and m 5 ), and one axis (m 1 ) that indicates significant disruptive (positive quadratic) selection. The surface described by m 4 and m 5 constitutes a peak (Fig. 2) , indicating stabilizing selection on these two axes. The axis of strongest stabilizing selection, m 5 , is heavily influenced by CPER, reflecting the significant stabilizing selection on that trait, but it is also heavily loaded by PR and PN indicating strong stabilizing selection on the suite of three temporal call traits. The second major axis of stabilizing selection, m 4 , is weighted heavily to RA and call frequency, indicating stabilizing selection on the spectral as well as the temporal properties of the call.
The single eigenvector of significant disruptive selection (m 1 ) showed an intermediate minimum (Fig. 3) , indicating disruptive selection. However, the strong peak at low values of m 1 indicates that the combination of high PR, high PN, high RA, and low frequency is particularly attractive to females.
Discussion
DIRECTIONAL AND NONLINEAR SELECTION
We found directional selection for PN (≈ call duration) and shorter CPER (= higher call rate) in the face of simultaneous and independent variation in other acoustic properties that affect female preferences. Moreover, our methods of constructing the set of synthetic test signals significantly reduced the strong positive correlation (from about 0.6 in the original call dataset to about 0.2) between PN and CPER (Wells and Taigen 1986; Klump and Gerhardt 1987) . Both call properties influence the proportion of "on time" (= ratio of sound to silence), which is an important component of overall calling effort and a reliable indicator of the energetic costs of calling (review: Wells 2007) . Call duration and signaling rates have nearly always been shown to be subject to directional preference in univariate studies of acoustically signaling frogs (Klump and Gerhardt 1987; Ryan and Keddy-Hector 1992; Welch et al. 1998) ; and crickets (Snedden and Sakaluk 1992; Crnokrak and Roff 1995; Bentsen et al. 2006) . By contrast, before canonical rotation, we detected no significant directional or nonlinear selection on spectral properties (dominant frequency, RA of the two peaks) or on PR. This result is consistent with univariate studies have indicated that these properties are under stabilizing and/or weakly directional selection (Gerhardt 2005a,b) .
Previous studies have focused heavily on call duration because male gray treefrogs produce longer calls in dense choruses, in which competition to attract females is intense, than they do in sparse choruses (Wells and Taigen 1986) . Males producing long calls also produce them at lower rates (i.e., males increase CPER), almost certainly because of energetic limitations (Wells and Taigen 1986; Klump and Gerhardt 1987) . However, even males that produce long calls at slow rates spend less time calling on a given night (Pough et al. 1992 ) and during the breeding season (Sullivan and Hinshaw 1992) , indicating that such males are incurring additional energetic costs that are not captured in measurements of aerobic metabolic rate. Furthermore, even when call-duty cycle was equalized in a pair of alternative synthetic calls, mimicking signals that would require the same aerobic energetic costs, females preferred long calls repeated at a slow rate to short calls repeated at a high rate (Klump and Gerhardt 1987; Gerhardt et al. 2000) . Subsequent studies found that call duration predicted offspring fitness in accordance with the hypothesis that energetically costly signals are honest advertisements of male quality (Welch et al. 1998) .
The focus on call duration has drawn attention away from the significance of call rate, for which no detailed preference function has been estimated. In part, this is because the results of choice tests would almost certainly be confounded by unavoidable overlap between alternative stimuli in a choice test. Nevertheless, results of a study in which female H. versicolor from central Missouri selected among four to eight simultaneously calling males (98 males in 45 "choruses") in a seminatural enclosure showed that both PN (the main determinant of call duration at any single temperature) and total number of pulses produced (a function of duration and call rate = calling effort) explained significant amounts of variation in male mating success. Our results indicate that call rate and call duration are under positive directional selection not only when other call properties are simultaneously and randomly varied but also when the usual negative correlation between these variables is eliminated. Moreover, we also detected significant nonlinear selection on call rate.
NONLINEAR SELECTION: EVIDENCE FOR STABILIZING SELECTION
As in many previous studies (reviewed by , the extent and importance of nonlinear selection was not evident from the quadratic and correlational selection gradients (γ), and was only revealed by canonical rotation. All five traits load heavily on one or more canonical axis of significant nonlinear selection.
The idea that the temporal properties of the call (PR, PN, and CPER) may be tightly integrated by selection is supported by the canonical analysis of the nonlinear fitness surface. The axis of strongest nonlinear selection (m 5 ) indicated very strong stabilizing selection on a combination heavily weighted by all three of these traits. This result seems counter-intuitive in the face of our estimates of positive directional selection on PN and call rate (inverse of call period) and the results of univariate playback experiments. However, there is also evidence from univariate studies that the sensory system of the female may well impose limits on the effectiveness of calls that are very long in duration or high in call rate. First, Klump and Gerhardt (1987) reported that all eight responding females chose a super-normal call of 80 pulses to a call with a typical call of 20 pulses; however, 17 other females tested with this combination did not respond to either stimulus. Second, females preferred calls of average duration to calls of very short duration more strongly than they preferred very long calls to calls of average duration as indicated by the distance- (Gerhardt et al. 1996) or intensity-dependence (Gerhardt et al. 2000) of their choices. The diminishing returns of adding pulses were also evident in the single-speaker response functions of Bush et al. (2001) . Because call rate was held constant in all of these experiments, increasing PN also reduced the length of the silent period between calls. The silent period would obviously also be reduced as CPER is reduced (call rate increased) and PN is held constant. We speculate therefore that there is probably some minimum period of silence between calls that is necessary to attract females. If so there are probably upper limits on call duration, call rate or a derived combination, the call duty-cycle (ratio of call duration to CPER). The lower limit would of course be imposed by some minimum amount of stimulation needed to elicit a response and would be expected to increase to at least the values of these temporal properties in the average call.
The second axis of significant stabilizing selection was weighted heavily by the two frequency-related traits, dominant frequency and RA. Such selection, again, was not detectable from the quadratic gradients on the two traits or the correlational gradient although the negative quadratic selection on RA and correlational selection on RA and frequency are among the larger gradients in γ. These results are consistent with the weak stabilizing selection on call frequency in univariate manipulative experiments (Gerhardt 2005b ). It appears from the strong selection on m 4 , however, that stabilizing selection on call frequency and the RA of the two frequency peaks may interact, tightly integrating the spectral components of the call. Frequency-related traits are especially likely to be under stabilizing selection because auditory systems are often most sensitive (i.e., tuned) to the frequencies emphasized in conspecific calls Gerhardt and Schwartz 2001) . The phenotypic variation in call frequency and RA were relatively narrow in our experiment, as they are in natural populations. Such narrow variation in the wild may be a consequence of stabilizing selection on the spectral properties of the call as stabilizing selection tends to deplete genetic variation (Johnson and Barton 2005; Hunt et al. 2007a ). Moreover, the small amount of variation within our experiment may have resulted in an underestimate of the potential for stabilizing selection in a more variable population because the values of very few of the calls we generated fell outside the range of values expected to be as attractive as the standard call. As with the three temporal properties of the call, we predict that studies that independently manipulate the spectral properties of the call may provide new insights into how and why frequency and RA interact to determine attractiveness.
NONLINEAR SELECTION: EVIDENCE FOR DISRUPTIVE
SELECTION
The single eigenvector of significant disruptive selection m 1 shows a weakly disruptive pattern. There is, however, a substantial peak indicating that all positive values of m 1 are roughly equally unattractive, but that below zero their values then rise rapidly. Low values of m 1 are occupied by calls that combine high PR, PN, and RA with a low frequency. Of these, only PN has been shown to be highly attractive in univariate studies (Gerhardt et al. 1996 (Gerhardt et al. , 2000 . Low frequency is a fairly reliable indicator of large size (Gerhardt 2005b) , and high PR is associated with higherthan-average temperatures. Nevertheless, our work indicates that the effects of these variables are multiplicative and that it is the combination of traits and their values and not the traits alone that confer attractiveness. Similar multiplicative effects have already been demonstrated for properties of field cricket calls that combine to a shape-calling effort (Bentsen et al. 2006) , and for multiple traits that combine to effect signal intensity in the empidid dance fly Rhamphomyia tarsata (Le Bas et al. 2003) , and in the dark-eyed junco Junco hyemalis (McGlothlin et al. 2005 ). All of these results support the hypothesis that combinations of traits that interact may be especially likely to evolve as signals of individual quality (Kokko et al. 1999; Brooks et al. 2005 ).
CONCLUSIONS
Our results illustrate once again how important features of selection that are not detectable from the γ matrix of quadratic and correlational selection gradients can be detected after canonical rotation of the fitness surface (Philips and Arnold 1989; . In this case, the three significant eigenvectors of the fitness surface tell three very important stories. The strong stabilizing selection on m 5 indicates strong stabilizing selection on intermediate values of the three temporal properties of the call, each of which loads heavily on this eigenvector. Stabilizing selection on the spectral properties of the call is evident from the selection on m 4 . The importance of stabilizing selection on each of the call properties is consistent with two studies using the same method to break up the correlations among call traits in gryllid crickets (Brooks et al. 2005; Bentsen et al. 2006) and, interestingly, a recent study using the method to break up correlations among three dimensions in line-drawings of women's torsos (Donohoe et al. 2009 ). Further, the positive nonlinear selection on m 1 (disruptive, but with a higher peak at low values of than at high values) adds to accumulating evidence that traits that interact to influence signal intensity can be under particularly strong directional and nonlinear selection. In this case, combinations of high PR, PN, and RA with a low frequency are very strongly favored by females. Our results add to a growing body of work that shows that once appropriate multivariate methods are used to find the combinations of traits that are the real targets of selection, stabilizing selection appears to be widespread (Blows 2007 , Hunt et al. 2007b ).
